
VXRoutes - Managed Services

Why Managed Service?

  

Outsourcing your technology with hosted VoIP services can provide significant benefit to your
bottom-line. By contracting VoIP services you can reduce your man-power for network
engineering service, avoid an upfront capital expenditure and reduce your ongoing cost of
opertaions. A sudden change in your traffic situation can be accommodated quickly with no
capital expense or anxious waiting for the expected traffic to materialize. Outsourcing also
provides you a service partner that has the expertise, experience and equipment to manage the
technical aspects of service delivery permitting you to focus on your business.

      VXRoutes - Managed Services
  

Opportunities in the VoIP market are expanding rapidly. At the same time competitive pressures
and regulatory changes require a quick response to stay in the game. For the small to medium

 sized Telecom Service Operators (TSO) these challenges are significant. Whether you’re an
established TSO or just starting in the business there is a need to regularly review and adjust
your business plan.

  

An important aspect of your business is the technology choices that you make to support your
business goals. Technology is a two edged sword, it can bring opportunity if the choice matches
the market direction or it can hold you back if the market moves in a different direction. Traffic
volumes can change unexpectedly in the wholesale business from day to day. The expansion
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equipment you purchased yester day may become excess capacity tomorrow tying up your
capital and creating overhead.

  VXRoutes Your Service Partner
  

VXRoutes is your best choice for a service partner who can help you overcome the challenges
and take advantage of the new opportunities in the telecom market. Developed and supported
by a team of telecommunications professionals with extensive experience in the TSO
environment, VXRoutes is ready to meet the most demanding requirements to support our
customers.

  

Services:

    
    -  Wholesale Services  
    -  Retail Services  
    -  Value Added Services  
    -  Sales Channel Management  

  

Features:

    
    -  Reliable & Secure, Around the Clock Support  
    -  Intelligent Routing  
    -  Business Intelligence  
    -  The Dashboard  
    -  Reports  
    -  Ease of Use (Advanced Graphical User Interface)  
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